
Lady Gaga: Constructing Authenticity  
Presentation Script

[Slide 1] Today, through analysis of Lady Gaga’s performance at the iTunes Festival, I wish to 

discuss ideas of authenticity and look at a range of views regarding how it is both constructed and 

ascribed. This first clip is from the opening song of the concert... 

[Slide 2 – video clip]

[Slide 3] A cursory look at this performance might see us fall in to the oppositional distinctions that 

have underpinned historical discourse over rock verses pop (Shuker 2012, p.23)(Grossberg 1992, 

p.206)(Warner 2002, p.4). We see a female pop singer, who’s costumes, characters and name are 

“fake”. Lady Gaga could easily be written off as the most inauthentic of performers. However, when 

we start to unpack a wider understanding of authenticity, we can step beyond simple dichotomies 

and start to explore how authenticity is understood in a wider context. 

[Slide 4] Allan Moore (2002 pp.209–11) has suggested that authenticity is ascribed to a 

performance and is a matter of interpretation. Like Weisethaunet and Lindberg (2010, p.479) he 

has argued that “establishing “authenticity” is a fleeting process”. However, Moore, (2002, pp.211–

20) has suggested that we can understand the process of how authentication takes places through 

three categories:

Moore (2002, pp.211-4) suggests that first person authenticity is the unmediated expression of a 

performer perceived by an audience as successful in conveying the impression that his/her acts 

and gestures are genuine. In this opening clip, we could argue that Gaga’s vocal idiosyncrasies are 

representative of an authentic voice, expressing her truthful artistic personality (Weisethaunet and 
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Lindberg 2010, p.472). However, we struggle to connect her heartfelt delivery of the intimate lyrics 

“Do you want to see me naked lover? Do you want to peek underneath the covers?” with the song 

and dance spectacle that faces us and appears to play to the criticism of pop as “mere 

entertainment” in opposition rock’s art that Grossberg (1992, p.207) has documented. 

So instead, we can explore Moore’s ideas of second person authenticity. Second person 

authenticity occurs when “a performance succeeds in conveying the impression to a listener that 

that listener’s experience of life is being validated, that the music is ‘telling it like it is’ for 

them” (Moore 2002, p.220). And certainly, we see in the audience response to the command to 

“jump” a willingness to participate in, and therefore authenticate, the performance as belonging to, 

and connecting with them in some way. [Slide 5] As Leach (2001, p.146) has written...  

“Dance promotes the social negotiation of the individual body within the collective, the 

relatively select group, constructed around the music which serves to create collective 

identities. Such identification requires a listeners belief in the music’s authenticity and helps 

to construct one.”

It is worth noting that Adorno (cited in Negus 1996, p.10) might consider this, like the jitterbug and 

the dancing of the 1940s, as not a response to authentic music, but an act of “compulsive mimicry” 

to a mass-produced music which causes people to “lose their individuality” responding to it like 

“fascinated insects”. But as Negus (1996, p.11) argues, this show a lack of understanding of the 

nature of dance, and, as Leach (2001, pp.144–5) notes, Adorno’s arguments around authenticity 

rely too heavily on a romanticist notion of authorship and as the work of Moore (2002), Grossberg 

(1992) and others shows, it ignores wider social arguments. 

[Slide 6] In her work on Club cultures, Thornton (1995, p.30) has acknowledged that artistic 

authenticity is “anchored by the performer in so far as s/he is assumed to be the unique origin of 
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the sound” but adds that “subcultural authenticity is grounded in the performer in so far as s/he 

represents the community.” As we watch the next clip, it is interesting to see how Gaga addresses 

both of these types of authenticity.

[Slide 7 - video clip] 

[Slide 8] Mayhew (1999, p.78) has argued that authenticity is constructed by negotiation, and what 

we see here, is a clear demonstration of Lady Gaga negotiating with her audience for the 

endorsement of her authenticity. She is first keen to establish her role as originator of the music. 

She is, as Thorton would say, “the unique origin of the the sound”, or as Moore would say, she is 

seeking “first person authenticity”. Her music is genuine as it is her own. Weisethaunet and 

Lindberg (2010, p.471) describe this as the “authenticity as self-expression”, where emphasis is 

placed on the idea of individual expression. Through using the language of art and self expression 

she also distinguishes herself as the “auteur”. Shuker (2008, p.68) explains that “applying 

auteurship to popular music means distinguishing it from mass or popular culture.”  

[Slide 9] We also see that she is keen to represent the feelings of her audience and acknowledges 

her intention to make the music that they will love. This clearly links back to Moore’s idea of second 

person authenticity, as the authenticity of experience (Moore, 2002, p.220). We see an intention 

similar to that Leach (2001, p.150) attributes to the successful authentication of the Spice Girls: the 

ability to speak as the audience and with the audience. 

[Slide 10] The other core aspect of authenticity that we see Gaga address in this clip, is the idea of 

pop’s commercialism (Grossberg 1992, p.206) and its tendency towards commodification (Leach 

2001, p.144) and standardisation (Negus 1996, p.4). Shuker (2012, p.23) has described how 

understandings of authenticity based upon oppositions “assumes that commerce dilutes, frustrates 

and negates artistic aspects of the music.” Gaga addresses these ideas directly, suggesting that it 
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is her artistry and her connection with the audience, her first and second person authenticities, that 

allow her to operate within the commercial sphere of pop whilst maintaining her authenticity as an 

artist. As Gracyk (1996, p.226) would put it, “Artistic activity is offered as a strategy for surviving in 

commodified culture.” Weisethaunet and Lindberg (2010, p.468) have argued that in the era of 

digital reproduction, issues of authorship and authenticity have become increasingly crucial. 

As Machin (2010, pp.15–6) reminds us, all commercially produced music is subject to marketing 

and promotion, so it is “odd” to write off as inauthentic music that “is contrived of culture rather than 

of the soul.” However, Gaga is keen to establish that her music is that “of the soul” and so seeks to 

avoid such criticisms. She is however willing to play, in a Warholian way, with ideas of artistry and 

commerciality which we see most clearly in the choice of name for the album Artpop.

[Slide 11 - video clip]

[Slide 12] Leading up to this point in the show, during breaks between songs, we have seen Gaga 

change costumes on stage numerous times. However, the costume change in this clip is key. Of 

Madonna, Hawkins (2002, p.51) writes that “by reinventing herself through masquerade, 

Madonna’s ‘mask’ is intentionally transparent for fans to gain access to the ‘real’ her.” 

Weisethaunet and Lindberg (2010, p.474) describe how, “transformed into a strategy by artists like 

David Bowie and Madonna, the possibility emerged of identifying a new dimension of the 

“authenticity paradigm” focussed on play, whose claim to truth lay precisely in the exposition of 

artistic identities as constructions.” What we see in the previous clip is a continuation of this very 

strategy, one which Grossberg (1992, pp.224-7) describes as “authentic inauthenticity”.

[Slide 13] Grossberg’s (1992, pp.201-39) extensive work on post-modernism has discussed the 

dissolution of the oppositional boundaries between art and commerce and the ironic nihilism that 

post-modern sensibilities brings about. As a result, we consider that “if every identity is equally 
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fake, a pose taken, then authentic inauthenticity celebrates the possibilities of poses without 

denying that that is all they are” (Grossberg 1992, p.226) and he argues that “it marks the collapse, 

or at least the irrelevance, of the difference between the authentic and the inauthentic” (Grossberg 

1992, p.227).

[Slide 14] Grossberg elaborates on his idea of authentic inauthenticity by distinguishing four 

variants: ironic, sentimental, hyperreal and grotesque. I want to focus here on the idea of ironic 

authenticity as it is most relevant to our discussions of Lady Gaga’s performance. Grossberg 

(1992, pp.227–9) describes how ironic authenticity celebrates the temporary and has been used  

by artists like Madonna where, although invested heavily in the images she used, the images 

themselves are unimportant. What is important however, is a self-conscious awareness of the 

knowledge that images are just that: only images. 

[Slide 15] In Lady Gaga’s performance at the iTunes festival, we see this process laid bare. She 

transforms herself from image to image in front of the audience: her mask is fully transparent. She 

makes it clear: the images are just images. Interestingly, later on in the performance, Gaga seems 

to, as Grossberg (1992, p.229) does, separate those who see the irony and those who do not. To 

Gaga, those who see her ironic authenticity and identify with it, are “like her” and so are part of the 

community which authenticate her. Those who do not are “the world” who are watching and “the 

company” she and her true fans are among which she refers to later as she applies her lipstick. 

The revelation of the “real” her alludes to the traditional criteria for authenticity to which she has 

already associated herself with: she reinforces herself as the originator and author of her own 

artistic visions (first person authenticity) and strengthens her connection to those who already saw 

through the transparent mask of her constant re-invention (second person authenticity). We can 

see, as Moore (2002, p.220) describes, the process of both the performer being authenticated and 

the audience as well: the “true fans” are those who were in on the irony from the start. We must 
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also consider how the post-modern sensibilities that enable her ironic authenticity to succeed also 

make irrelevant the need for the “real” her to be “real” at all: it in fact makes no difference, as all 

images, real or fake, are just images.

[Slide 16 - video clip]

[Slide 17] In this final clip, we see again many of the traditional criteria for authenticity. The 

simplicity creates the feeling of an unmediated performance: a hallmark of Moore’s first person 

authenticity that has it’s roots in the connection of a performer expressing their truthful emotions. 

She uses the ambiguity of the pronoun “you” to create a collectivised mode of address (Machin 

2010, p.88) and so heightens her connection with the audience, who cheer and scream to suggest 

that they connect with her performance and find it authentic in a second person type of 

authentication. We also could suggest that she seems to be performing within preceding musical 

traditions, the blues singer for example, and so could be understood as creating an authentic mode 

of expression that Moore (2002, p.218) would term “third person authenticity”.

In conclusion, we see that in any performance a range of negations are taking place in which the 

performance can be seen as authentic or inauthentic via criteria that, rather than being static 

indicators of authenticity, are themselves also constantly changing and also being negotiated. 

Here, through an analysis of Lady Gaga’s performance at the iTunes festival we can see very 

clearly these negotiations taking place and the wide-range of ways in which authenticity can be 

established and ascribed. 
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